SPORTS and GAMES QUIZ
Proceeds to the work of the Epiphany Trust (www.epiphany.org.uk - reg. charity No.1006653) amongst the street
children of Kandy, Sri Lanka.
Entry fee: £1.00 minimum donation. (Winner’s prize: Cash to the value of 10% of money raised) Closing date: 30 th November, 2017
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Flog around the course (4)
Pressure on Newcastle United (7)
Plane biros, for example (8)
E-cloud moves around (6)
Physical or mental agility (10)
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Accommodated in ugly auberge (5,6)
Robin goes in the centre (5)
Putting in a line or squabbling (6)
What does he carry around? (7)
That is included with tailors in a spin (9)
Often done up with a good book (7)
Making canine go bonkers (8)
Skipping, not very quietly (6)
Tablet by Jessica, say (5,6)
First equation (7,1)
Could be a cicada, perhaps (7)
At least chit gambols about (9)
Traverse China, or Nepal maybe, at speed (5,7,7)
Daily helps audibly, perhaps (8)
Musical drama (5)
Going round at regular intervals
(7)
Cold winds or cold drinks? (8)
1’s gone mad (5,4)
Squeeze a marrow (6)
Taking all in, Chinese had it at the start (3,3)
Piercing ceramics (9)
A table leg collapsed (9)
Travelling to Cairngorm (5,6)
May be coming, like it or not. (4,3.4)
Dig around French wine (6)
Tarred sailor (9)
Quits over nothing (6)
A lot to be included (5)
Going to bang about (11)
Could be Jonathon or Diana covered in lace (8)
Rambles around (7)
Dashes for 180 (5)
Low down party (8)
Starts to join up before party (4)
Single technical college (8)
Jan has vile upset innards (7)
Bare Bones (8)
German pistol, not right (4)
Sing about beer on the radio (7)
Run after church spire (12)
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Condiment set includes quince oil starters (7)
Putting into cartons (6)
Could be black, liver or swimming (4)
Initially you only grant asylum (4)
Mass rising (6,7)
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You burning, on fire (5,5)
Placing into a hole (7)
Frazzled in hot trial, one goes astray (9)
Struggling with a problem (9)
Maybe bar Dillis moving about (9)
Time wasting in the eyes of some (7,7)
Owen in Bath left working (8)
Ostler larking about (6,7)
Danger (4)
Bank deposit box for Europeans (4,5)
A old battle that could be tiring (8)
You’re in trouble! (4,4)
Led rush over jumps (7)
Changing her organics (5,6)
Pans rattled (4)
Foxy advising cub (5,6)
Reeds sag unexpectedly (8)
V V V V V may be high (5)
Throw his toys in the middle (5)
Could be sweets or nine pins (8)
Brooding swan could be upset (12)
12” sphere (8)
Wings move round one millimetre (8)
Support ham joint (10)
Cyclist Chris eats most of cake (6)
Ring queens (8)
Henry I, monarch (6)
Copy book before time (8)
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Let it lapse flexibly (7)
Seven tin gods surround it for 72 hours (5,3,8)
Niggling had disturbance, leading to a flight (4,7)
Australian cricketers are said to be good at this (8)
Former F1 world champion (6)
Varied hobbies like golf initially (9)
Ladies use deodorant often at first (4)
Shattered so do me in (8)
Sounds like a noisy dance (11)
Searching the web (7)
Right or left circle (8)
Alright to snore outside with abandon (7)
Erecting a barrier (7)
Push two farthings (5,7)
K.O. 69 (5,3,5)
Naughty sort of carpet (9)
Cut of beef surrounded by fruit (7)
Jog around Justine’s heart (8
Pike and eft swimming together (4,3)
Beware of wobbly loose slates to start with (5)
Forth, Menai or Golden Gate? (6)
Loop around (4)

Please return the completed quiz to Kath Milner, 10, Rustlings Court, Graham Road, Sheffield, S10 3HQ.
The winner will be notified within two weeks of the closing date and in the event of a tie lots will be drawn. If you would like
your entry returned with the answers please provide an S.A.E.
Name:

Address:

